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MINUTES 

UPPER ALLEN TOWNSHIP 

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING 1 – 6:30 P.M. 

August 3, 2022 

 

COMMISSIONERS     TOWNSHIP OFFICIALS 

Kenneth M. Martin, President    Scott Fraser, Township Manager 

Richard A. Castranio, Jr., Vice President (absent) Kelly Palmer, Assistant Manager 

Virginia M. Anderson, Assistant Secretary   Andy Parsons, Chief of Police 

James G. Cochran, Assistant Secretary  Jennifer Boyer, Comm Dev Director 

Jeffrey M. Walter, Assistant Secretary  Barry Cupp, Sewer Dept. Manager 

       J. Stephen Feinour, Solicitor 

       Jason Reichard, Engineer (Absent) 

       Tom Shumberger, Fire Chief 

      

 

CALL TO ORDER 

 

President Martin called the Board of Commissioners regular meeting to order at 6:31 p.m.  A 

moment of silence was held, and the Pledge of Allegiance was recited by all.  Roll Call was taken by 

Mr. Fraser.   Jason Reichard, Engineer was absent.  

 

PRESIDENT’S ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

President Martin thanked the organizers and participants of National Night Out.  He shared that we 

had a Move in the Park and there is another one scheduled for August 19th.  

 

Phil Walsh of 443 McCormick Road spoke in regard to agenda item 6C, solicitation of bids.  Mr. 

Walsh asked if solicitations of bids could be delayed or not initiated at this time while we continue to 

gather additional information with regards to the historic nature of that property.  He pulled out his 

copy of the comprehensive plan from 1999.  He referenced Chapter 2, policy plan that referenced the 

rehabilitation and preservation of significant historical residential structures as being something that 

is a priority.  In Chapter 3 under environmental cultural resources, under objectives it references “to 

support the identification and designation of properties of national, state and local historic 

significance” and he thinks we would like additional time to continue the process of the 

identification of that particular local historic significance of that structure.  He would like to know if 

that process of solicitation of bids could be delayed until we gather more information.  

 

President Martin said he understands his position and it will be considered when we get to that item. 

It was confirmed that soliciting bids to buy the house could be for them to relocate the house or for 

someone to purchase it for architectural salvage.   

 

CONSENT AGENDA 

 

There was no discussion. 
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PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE 

 

CONSIDERATION/APPROVAL FOR AMANDA KNAUB TO SEEK OUTSIDE 

EMPLOYMENT 

Chief Parsons asked for approval for Officer Amanda Knaub to be approved for outside employment 

as a soccer coach with Keystone Football Club.   

Commissioner Walter made a MOTION to approve Officer Amanda Knaub be allowed to work 

outside employment with Keystone Football Club, Commissioner Anderson SECONDED.  

Commissioner Cochran abstained as his son Sean Cochran is with Keystone Soccer.  The motion 

passed.   

Chief Shumberger thanked everyone involved in National Night Out.  He noted there were local 

businesses that donated the event.  This Saturday is the chicken BBQ at 10:30am.  Chief Shumberger 

met with their truck salesman, and he is going out the early part of next week to start the blueprints.  

We are four months delayed so we are looking at an August 10, 2023, delivery date.  Until we mount 

the tools and get everyone trained, we are probably going to be looking at November/December.  If 

we purchased the same truck today, it would cost $232,000 more and they are doing a 30-month lead 

time now.  It was a good call to purchase it when we did.  Commissioner Cochran asked if the 

extension was firm or if it could be the first of several.  Chief Shumberger said it may be the first of 

several.  The company told us that they did not think so, that they did one big reset and pushed 

everything four months.  There are supply issues that they cannot control.   Commissioner Cochran 

stated that he appreciates that we are getting it at a better price, but they are holding all our money.  

Chief Shumberger shared that the sale of our used one should be more valuable.   

 

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMITTEE 

  

There was no discussion. 

 

We will have a planning commission meeting on August 29, 2022.  

  

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS COMMITTEE 

 

There was no discussion. 

 

President Martin said that when the driveway goes into 1340 E. Lisburn Road, we may consider 

putting a conduit or pipe under the roadway to make sure that we can get sewer up to Gutshall 

development and other places along East Lisburn Road without cutting a new road.  Mr. Reichard 

will come back with a suggestion on that.  

 

SANITARY SEWER SYSTEM 

 

There was no discussion. 

 

ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE 
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CONSIDERATION OF VEOLIA AGREEMENT  

 

Representatives from both the Township and Veolia met on July 27th to discuss ongoing concerns 

regarding the Contribution Agreement and Signage Licensing Agreement. On November 17, 2021, 

the Board of Commissioners agreed to contribute towards a new water tank and associated facilities 

that are part of a new Upper Allen Township Pressure Zone within Veolia’s water supply system, 

with the following conditions:  

 

1. Match the school district’s cash contribution, not to exceed $500,000.   

 

2. The Township must retain exclusive rights to put a logo and/or name of the Township on the 

new water tank.   

 

On March 25, 2022, Veolia conveyed that it could not permit exclusive rights for signage on the 

water tank and that the Township must remove the words “exclusive rights” from the agreement.  

This change prompted several discussions between the Township and Veolia.  

 

A summary of the July 27th discussion: 

 

1. Veolia has agreed that final contribution amount is at the discretion of the Township.  The 

original Contribution Agreement identifies contributions from four parties.  Should one party 

choose to not participate, the Agreement is subject to renegotiation between all parties.  A 

smaller contribution amount of $250,000 was recommended, to which Veolia did not object. 

 Once the Township agrees on a contribution amount and executes the final agreement, it 

will be filed with the Public Utility Commission (PUC), because it is an agreement between 

a municipality and a public utility (which is regulated by the PUC).  Veolia did not foresee 

any issues with the PUC process. 

 

The Township originally proposed paying the contribution amount at the end of the second 

quarter of 2023.  On March 25, 2022 Veolia asked if the Township could make a partial 

payment (hopefully 50%) in 2022 and then final payment in the second quarter of 2023.  The 

Township will need to decide if this is an acceptable payment schedule. 

 

2. Signage.  Veolia cannot authorize exclusivity to allow only the Township to place a sign on 

its water tank.  Veolia has no interest in putting their name or logo on the tank, particularly 

due to the low visibility.  They provided an overlay of the tank against the existing viewshed, 

confirming the sign would be somewhat visible from Route 15.  Clarity of the sign may not 

be visible from Route 15, but it would be along portions of South Market Street (see images). 

 Veolia has stated the school district still wants to put a sign on the water tank.  The tank 

would not be used for advertising of other off-site private companies/organizations. 

 

Veolia will amend the Signage Licensing Agreement to increase the term from 10 years to 

25 years, with automatic renewals in five-year increments.  The water tank must be repainted 

every 15-20 years, at which time the sign will need to be removed.  The Township would 
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have the option to then repaint the sign on the tank.  All costs incurred for signage on the 

tank and maintenance of the sign would be at the Township’s expense.   

 

Veolia will provide an amended agreement to the Township with the updated terms.  They 

will also provide contact information for a sign company who specializes in painting signs 

on tanks.  The sign company will be able to provide input on the appropriate size and 

location of the sign.   

 

3. Connection Fees.  Township representatives had asked if connection fees could be waived 

for any new service within the tank’s district in conjunction with the Contribution 

Agreement.  Per the PUC, Veolia cannot charge tapping fees, so there is no cost for a new 

service line.  Veolia pays to put a line to the curb/edge of the property.  Property owners are 

only responsible for the service line from the right-of-way to the home. 

 

If the Board of Commissioners is satisfied with the information presented, staff recommends two 

motions.  The first motion would determine what amount, if any, the Township would be willing to 

contribute towards the new water tank and pressure zone district.  The second motion would be for 

consideration to enter into a signage licensing agreement to place a Township sign on the water tank. 

 

SUGGESTED MOTIONS 

 

1. Move to enter into a Contribution Agreement with Veolia to contribute towards certain 

facilities within the new Upper Allen Township Pressure Zone within the public water 

supply system.  The total contribution amount shall be $250,000, with the first 50% of 

the to be paid by the end of 2022 and the remaining 50% to be paid by the end of the 

second quarter of 2023. 

 

2. Move to accept the amended terms of the Signage License Agreement to have the sign 

placed initially for 25 years with automatic renewal of a five-year term thereafter.  The 

appropriate Township Officials may execute the Signage License Agreement with 

Veolia upon favorable approval of the sign design and placement costs. 

 

 

President Martin shared that he found out it is going to help water pressure in Lindenwood and 

Graham Apartments.  He said that from a community standpoint, this is going to help existing 

residents.   

 

Commissioner Cochran made a MOTION to enter into a Contribution Agreement with Veolia to 

contribute towards certain facilities within the new Upper Allen Township Pressure Zone within the 

public water supply system.  The total contribution amount shall be $250,000, with the first 50% to 

be paid by the end of 2022 and the remaining 50% to be paid by the end of the second quarter of 

2023, SECONDED by Commissioner Anderson.  The motion carried unanimously.  

 

Commissioner Cochran made a MOTION to accept the amended terms of the Signage License 

Agreement to have the sign placed initially for 25 years with automatic renewal of a five-year term 

thereafter.  The appropriate Township Officials may execute the Signage License Agreement with 
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Veolia upon favorable approval of the sign design and placement costs, SECONDED by 

Commissioner Cochran.  The motion carried unanimously.   

 

DISCUSSION OF TRASH CONTRACT 

 

The current contract with Republic Services is coming to an end in December of this year.  Republic 

Services has been the trash collection provider for the Township since 2010.   

 

Mr. Fraser asked that Commissioners review the supporting documents and provide comments back 

to him by August 12, 2022.  He shared that a request for permission to advertise would be brought to 

the August 17, 2022 meeting.   

 

Commissioner Anderson asked that information regarding the pickup of large objects be put in the 

contract.  She inquired about the possibility of putting Spring Clean Up Week in the bid to see what 

it would cost.    

 

Mr. Fraser said that the request will include the need to call for all bulk items so there is no 

confusion and the inclusion of garbage and recycling containers.   

 

Vice President Castranio suggested sending a copy of the bid document to Justin Miller at County 

Recycling to review to make sure that things that have been updated in the last 10 years are included. 

  

PERMISSION TO ADVERTISE FOR SEALED BIDS FOR THE HOUSE AT 1215 

MCCORMICK PARK ROAD 

 

 

Over the past two years, the Township has been involved in a Master Planning process for 

development of the 1340 E. Lisburn Road property.  During this timeframe, the Township has heard 

requests from the public indicating an interest in the purchase and/or movement of the residential 

structure located at 1215 McCormick Road and the land across the street.   

 

Staff has worked with the Township Solicitor to develop a recommended timeline and action steps 

for public purchase of this real estate on this property through a sealed bid process.   

 

A few highlights of the proposed draft advertisement: 

 

(1) In order to ensure that only qualified and serious bidders are considered, we               

  recommend a requirement that bidders must submit a written letter/intent to bid          

      and a $5,000 Good Faith Deposit/Note to be held in escrow.  

a. This will be returned to the bidder after the sealed bidding process is               

      complete.   

(2) A walk through of the property will be held only for pre-registered buyers.  

(3) This process is for sealed bids.  

(4) After BOC approval, we plan to post advertisements in the Sentinel, our website        

      and our social media pages.  This goes above and beyond our statutory                        

      requirement.  
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President Martin stated that we will give people the opportunity to comment but we are not prepared 

to take action tonight and that was a decision prior to us getting an email from Eric Fairchild.  We 

talked with the solicitor and because of the legalities in some of the things we wanted to make sure 

that if we move forward in that direction, that we have something that is defendable because we are 

not interested in having someone bid to relocate that house and then it turns into a three-year project 

so we are going to have solid deadlines on that.   

 

Commissioner Cochran shared that the current condition of the house is such that we would like to 

see action taken before winter because water is getting in.  We do not want to heat it another winter. 

It is struggling to maintain its integrity at this point.  There is mold.  We think we need to take some 

action and do what we are going to do because he does not think another winter would be good for 

the house.    

 

President Martin said that is not new information.  We may not be in agreement about what the 

decision should be, but all along we were upfront in making that decision that relocation is a 

possibility or an option. 

 

Eric Fairchild, of 1224 McCormick Road, said it is good to hear we are kind of on the same page 

about the process or the sequence of advertising.  When Friends of the Farm sent the email today, 

they thought the master plan gave the Board and the staff an opportunity to explore what grants 

could be available.  Friends of the Farm thought that box should be checked off before we proceeded 

much further down the road.   

 

President Martin asked if Mr. Fairchild was suggesting grants for the relocation, removal or 

preservation.  Mr. Fairchild confirmed grants for preservation.  He had thought that restoring it to 

1855 period with no plumbing and no electricity in it, might be a very nice feature and cost effective. 

He wanted to know if the Board had any comment on going in that direction or concern that there is 

some flaw in that thinking.  Commissioner Cochran said that his concern is with the cost of the 

whole park to get where the Township wants it to be, this would be a significant increase in that cost 

and the Township is already probably over $10 million.  He is not in renovations, but his guess is we 

are talking several hundred thousand dollars to put that house in any kind of shape that would be 

maintainable.  President Martin said Commissioner Cochran’s estimate was much too low.  

Commissioner Cochran said that what he would rather see and he did not see Mr. Fairchild talk 

about this, is the barn is in better shape.  Commissioner Cochran is thinking one of the things the 

Township could do there is possibly make that into some kind of educational center or historical 

center, put pictures up, talk about the way like might have been in the park back in the 1800’s.  It 

does have structural integrity and it is a much better shell.  The house, in his opinion, is that it would 

be a lot of money to make that habitable and to make it sustainable.  The prior owner did not do 

anything in the way of winterizing nor upkeep and it sat through several winters and as the architect 

that we had relayed, there has been water intrusion, older sections pulling away from the building 

and you, Mr. Fairchild said, “let’s get rid of the older sections” that is cool but there were changes 

made to the main part to make those sections accessible and so if you just knock those off, suddenly 

you have holes that were never there before.  It has lost a lot of its character.  Perhaps someone who 

really wants it and wants to restore an old house, this would be the kind of project they would want.  

Mr. Cochran said that there are other things that he wants to do in the park with money rather than 
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restore the house to be honest.  The house is lower on his priority list.   

 

Commissioner Anderson said she has concerns because the Township had an expert check it on 

asbestos and lead paint.  To her, that is a danger and a very serious issue.  

 

President Martin said that no matter if the building is demolished, relocated or preserved, the hazards 

must be abated.  He said where he is currently employed, they are renovating an historic brick 

structure and contract is at 2.2 million.   

 

Mr. Fairchild said that he understands a lot of that and that we had Mr. Tilley’s report from before, 

which he thought somebody could build on, as a basis.  He said he had much faith in Mr. Fraser as 

being able to secure all these grants.  Mr. Fairchild said it is part of just seeing what is out there.  He 

hopes the Board understands that part of the email is to justify the historic significance of it and how 

it could work in the park.  And then, in terms of the advertisement of bids, he did not know how that 

would work.  You have to set up a firm timeline for when people have to do things.  He said he had 

no idea, but asked if it gives an advantage to someone who wants to salvage vs move and restore.  

He wanted to know how the Township equalizes that economic incentive. 

 

President Martin said that it would be clear to indicate if we are looking for bids to relocate or 

looking for bids to demolish.  Our discussion to date was to look for bids to relocate.  He said that 

Mr. Fairchild pointed out a good distinction, the Township should not have both of those approaches 

at the same time.  President Martin agrees with that.  Just in conversation today, President Martin 

said we have always talked about putting out the announcement of what we are going to do and 

certainly include all of the owners adjoining the property because he thinks there were several 

including Mr. Fairchild who expressed interest in buying the property and relocating it.  And then 

have a time when the house would be open so that any interested party could come in and view it 

with an architect or contractor whomever they want, but the Township is not interested in just 

leaving the house open and people coming in and out.  There would be prescribed inspection times 

and then there would be times when the bids are due.  The Township reserves the right to accept or 

reject any and all bids.  The Township is trying to be sensitive to have a very rational process.   

 

Mr. Fairchild said the bid is the right way to do it and that it is exposed to everybody.  He wanted to 

make one point, paralleling what Jeff said a few months ago.  Mr. Fairchild said that the people that 

put the bizarre additions on the house built the annex.  He asked if it would be feasible to move that 

annex to the other end of the property as the gatehouse - that is his wild and crazy idea.  President 

Martin said that anything is possible with money, but he does not know if it would be cost effective, 

but it is worth looking at. 

 

Matthew Taylor, of 900 McCormick Road, asked what was found to contain to contain asbestos.  

Ms. Palmer said she believed it was just the flue under the linoleum.  Mr. Taylor asked if it was the 

mastic under the linoleum in the finished basement.  Ms. Palmer said she believed it was in the 

upstairs portion.  Mr. Fraser said that remediation was around $5,000.  Commissioner Cochran said 

the asbestos was minimal but there was more lead paint.  Note: after this meeting, it was confirmed 

that it was in the basement, not the upstairs. 

 

Christine Musser, who resides in Silver Spring Township, gave each Commissioner a copy of what 
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she wanted to speak about.  The text is below. 

 

My recommendation for the house located at 1215 McCormick Road: although the house or property 

at 1215 McCormick Road is not eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, it is significant 

to the history and heritage of Upper Allen Township.  Like many historic properties throughout the 

Township, it tells the story of the early history and heritage of Upper Allen.  Historic preservation 

and cultural resource management are about saving and telling the stories of these places.  Therefore, 

saving the house from demolition is important to the Township’s historical story and legacy.  

 

My recommendation is to preserve the exterior of the house and repurpose it.  The book, Early 

Architecture in Upper Allen Township, published in 1976 by the Upper Allen Heritage Committee, 

highlighted the house for its architecture.  Therefore, it alone shows its importance to Upper Allen’s 

heritage.  

 

The interior of the house could be repurposed for the Parks Department for relocation of their office. 

 It would give the community a specified “go-to” place for direct communication with the available 

park services.  To focus on conserving Upper Allen Township’s parks, the Parks Department would 

have room to grow, develop and plan events promoting the Township’s landscape.  

 

The interior could be designed to accommodate the residents to have private events and meetings.  

The Township could also utilize it for public events and meetings.  For example, the Cumberland 

County Historical Society uses the historic Two Mile House on Walnut Bottom Road in this way, 

and they have succeeded in doing so.  Alterations could be done to the interior while keeping the 

exterior architecturally and historically significant.  This would eliminate change to the landscape.  

The house could also be used to share the rich history of the Township by sharing artifacts and 

stories of the people who settled there.  Cumberland Valley Tourism could promote the property 

bringing visitors from afar and locally to the Upper Allen Area.   

 

To benefit communities, grants from DCNR and private organizations are available to township 

parks and recreation departments.  

 

If a property has been determined historic, it has a history that stretches over several decades and 

several owners.  Demolishing a historic building destroys a piece of history.   

 

Historic properties that are restored can be used a museums or local attractions, which appeal to 

tourists and locals alike.  Demolition does not offer this incentive; once a property is destroyed, it’s 

gone forever.   

 

When a community destroys a historic building, there is no getting it back, and what is lost is its 

unique value to the community.  Therefore, I support Friends of the Farm’s request to the Township 

to delay the solicitation for sealed bids for the House at 1215 McCormick Road.  

 

Because of my credentials, I do have connections to SHPO, the State Historic Preservation Office, 

that could help and Preservation PA with Mindy Crawford.  Mindy has just put on the People’s 

Property which she is in with in South Hampton Township as an at risk property.  The other thing is, 

I can bring professionals and my question is have you had any historic preservationist or anybody in 
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the historic preservation field look at the house and evaluate it and give you any recommendations as 

to the cost or as to the removal of lead, asbestos or all of that.  She knows the Bell Tavern had all of 

that as well.   

 

President Martin said that the Township had a registered architect who has credentials with historic 

properties.  The architect gave a report at a meeting and gave range a of materials and cost.   

President Martin said that it is fair to say, whatever the Township decides, it is not an uninformed or 

knee-jerk decision.  The Township has been dealing with this for some time.  He is not sure he 

agrees with the suggestion that the only way to preserve the history of that area, that farm land, the 

interaction with the Yellow Breeches and some of the occupants that went beforehand as Mr. 

Fairchild said in his dissertation, that you have to have the house to do that.  There are many ways 

you can have a recorded history and storyboards and museums.  You could have a space where 

people could relive and learn about the families and the structure, and how it was altered and built 

through time.  President Martin said he is not suggesting it is a better or worse way, he is just taking 

exception in that he thinks this Board could be credited with being historically conscious whether not 

the house is there.  

 

Ms. Musser said she was available to help do grant research at no cost to the Township and that she 

could also connect the Township with Kevin Hollowell to discuss restoration and repurposing. 

 

Ms. Musser thanked the Commissioners for allowing her to share her thoughts and concerns 

regarding the house at 1215 McCormick Road.  
 

Commissioner Cochran addressed Ms. Musser saying that she noted that she was working with a 

Shippensburg professor to apply for the Lincoln Cemetery to be added to the National Registry of 

History Places and wanted to know if the Township was aware of?  Mr. Fraser said he was not. Ms. 

Musser said her understanding was that there was no ownership.  Commissioner Cochran said that 

there is, if no one owns it, it regresses to the Township.  Commissioner Cochran said it is a 

Township property that we are on the hook for.  Ms. Musser said they were just in the beginning 

stages.  President Martin said that the Township already has an arrangement, and it was just 

dedicated.  Commissioner Cochran said that it is not on the National Registry.  Ms. Musser said it 

was on the Cumberland County register and this will put it on the National register, under the 

department of interior.  It will give it the same type of things as what the Gettysburg Battlefield 

would be.  It will allow federal grants and upkeep, it is going to be a better thing for the cemetery.   

 

Commissioner Cochran would like to suggest some conversation between Ms. Musser and the 

Township manager since it is Township property.  Commissioner Cochran told Ms. Musser that she 

should let the Township know what she would like to do with it, because the Township has some 

thoughts about what we would like to do with it too.  He said this is coming as a surprise to him and 

he was not aware that it was happening.  President Martin said that conversation works both ways.  

Ms. Musser said absolutely, it is just in the beginning stages of that, the application has not been 

submitted to SHPO and Dr. Burg is doing this for several African American cemeteries.   

 

Eric Fairchild, provided materials that were posted on the Friends of the Farm website.  They will be 

attached to the minutes.   
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Mr. Fairchild, of 1224 McCormick Road, said that we are amongst some experts on surveying and 

engineering and we have had a real hard time narrowing down the original land warrant on the farm. 

He said that the Cumberland County published this (referring to document) in 2009, it is like a map 

of these original warrants (referring to document) but nothing seems to figure out according to the 

acres that was given.  He said nothing seems to line up.  He is just warning the Township that we did 

find another party who may have had a land warrant on the farm in 1730 so we are pursuing that 

now, so it just seems to be, you open one door, and it leads somewhere.  President Martin thanked 

Mr. Fairchild and that the Township gives you credit because that information is going to be 

important to maintain and tell the story and be part of that land in the future whatever we do with the 

park, that should be part of the park in his view.  He is commending Mr. Fairchild for all of the 

research.   

 

Mike Goetz, of 1117 McCormick Road, asked if the Township received any bids on knocking off the 

wings that do not make any sense and getting it right down to the basic and buttoning it up for the 

winter? He wanted to know if that was an option and if the Township had any idea what that would 

cost?   President Martin said that they have not done any investigation to take down the wings or just 

winterize it.  Mr. Goetz ask if it was an option not being considered.  President Martin said that it 

was not being considered at the moment.   

 

Debbie Goetz, of 1117 McCormick Road, said she thinks there is historic value in keeping the house 

on McCormick Road and asked if when the Township puts it out for bid, can it be a stipulation that if 

it is kept in the McCormick farm area that it would be given preference to being moved to another 

place in PA or who knows where?  Commissioner Cochran said we would have to refer that to a 

solicitor, as that sounds like a legal question.  Ms. Goetz said it will have more historic value for 

Upper Allen if it is left in Upper Allen as part of the farm.   

 

President Martin made a suggestion that one way of ensuring that it stays on McCormick Road is if 

Ms. Goetz were to lobby some of the landowners and property owners on McCormick Road that 

have already expressed interest and he thinks two of them are in this audience.  He thinks Ms. Goetz’ 

best or energy well spent would be to appeal to them, maybe even assist them with some of her own 

personal money or something.  He thinks that might be a way of helping ensure it stays on 

McCormick because he does not know if the Township can stipulate that the next owner would have 

to be.  There is already some interest in McCormick residents, so you might be well advised to 

confer with them.   

 

President Martin thanked people for coming out and for a few new ideas.   

 

The trash contract is up for renewal.  Ms. Goetz said she loved the consistency of the bins.  Mr. 

Fraser said that the contract stipulates bins.  

 

PARK AND RECREATION COMMITTEE 

 

ACCEPTANCE OF 1340 E. LISBURN ROAD MASTER PLAN 

 

On July 20, 2022, Derck & Edson presented a master plan for the 1340 E. Lisburn Road park 

project.  Staff is in the process of closing out a Cumberland County Land Partnerships Grant from 
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2020 which was related to partial funding for the master plan project.  As part of this closeout, the 

Board needs to take action on accepting the master plan.   

 

President Martin wanted to note that the motion was to accept the plan, not to approve it.  

 

Commissioner Cochran made a MOTION to accept the 1340 E. Lisburn Road Master Plan, the 

Motion was SECONDED by Vice President Castranio. The motion passed unanimously.    

 

AUTHORIZATION TO PURCHASE PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT  

FOR FISHER PARK 

 

The Township Parks Department follows a 15–20-year replacement plan for playground equipment. 

 Fisher Parks playgrounds were installed in 1999 and are past due for replacement.   

 

The 2022 approved Budget includes $75,000 in line item 39-450-803 to purchase new equipment for 

Fisher Park.  Budget numbers were based on previous year’s playground equipment purchases.  The 

Parks Department plans to budget for installation of this equipment in 2023.   

 

Our Parks Director met with three playground representatives (Burke, Playworld, and Game Time) 

to get design and quotes for the playground areas.  

 

Due to market conditions, the quotes came in higher than approved 2022 Budget estimates.  For 

reference purposes, Friendship Park’s playground equipment totaled $140,000. 

 

On July 27th, staff provided three options for each playground area to the Park and Rec Board.  The 

choices selected by the Board total $127,555.  Ending Fund balance with the price increase variance 

in purchase is projected to be $276, 736.  

 

Staff recommends moving forward with purchasing equipment selected by the Park and Rec Board 

for replacement for all three areas in one shot rather than piecemealing by section.  All three sections 

are showing age and have items in disrepair.  

 

Recommended Action:  Move to Authorize the Appropriate staff to order the recommended Fisher 

Park playground equipment at a cost not to exceed $127, 555.   

 

Vice President Castranio made a MOTION to authorize appropriate staff to order the recommended 

Fisher Park Playground Equipment at a cost not to exceed $127,555, Seconded by Commissioner 

Cochran.  The motion passed unanimously.  

 

Vice President Castranio noted that there were children in attendance at the Park and Rec meeting 

that were selecting equipment.   

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

 

SOLICITOR UPDATE 
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There was no report.  

 

TAX COLLECTION COMMITTEE (TCC) UPDATE 

 

There was no report.  

CAPITAL REGION COG UPDATE 

 

There is no meeting in August.  The picnic and golf tournament is in September.  

 

MUNICIPAL ADVISORY BOARD (MAB) UPDATE 

 

Meeting same night as planning meeting on August 29th.  

 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE ASSOCIATION OF TOWNSHIP COMMISSIONERS 

(PSATC) UPDATE 

 

Commissioner Anderson said there is a Summit happening the end of September or the 

beginning of October.  

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

 

It was noted that the Parks and Rec meeting was canceled for August.   

 

Erik Fairchild asked that since the master plan has been accepted, will it be published on the 

Township’s website?  Ms. Palmer said that once the minutes are approved, they will be posted.   

 

President Martin said that the Commissioners were going into executive session to discuss two 

legal issues and a contract issue.  They recessed into executive session at 7:26 p.m. 
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